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Model : -

Manufacturer : -

The Tone Freak Abunai 2 is multi features pedal and one of
the best around! Have a look at the glorifying reviews and
amazing demos and reviews on you tube. its in perfect
working order with velcro and ready to rock!!!Abunai 2
heritage comes from a classic OverDrive circuit familiar to
many players. Features include a 3-way clipping section,
more even/usable tone control and tweaked for higher gain,
but without losing the classic OD character. The mini-toggle
controls the variable clipping section, which goes from
symmetrical, asymmetrical, and no clipping to give added
flexibility in the pedals tone.Great for blues player looking for
a little midrange hump without it being too accentuated.
Players who want more gain from their over-drive will
appreciate the amount of gain on tap. Even at the highest
gain settings, the Abunai 2&trade; doesn&#39;t flub-out the
bottom end, keeping the lows tight.Users will find the tone
control to have a more even sweep than the ones included on
the classic ODs. This make the tone control usable since the
settings are not so drastic.I am near to gatwick contact me if
you like to try before you buy.Tone Freak Abunai 2 the
Legendary Clean Boost to Medium gain OVERDRIVE in
ORIGINAL BOX!!! used but in great condition. Takes 9 volt
DC ready to rock!!!The Tone Freak Abunai 2 is multi features
pedal and one of the best around! Have a look at the
glorifying reviews and amazing demos and reviews on you
tube.The Abunai is in perfect working order with velcro and
ready to rock!!!Abunai 2 heritage comes from a classic
OverDrive circuit familiar to many players. Features include a
3-way clipping section, more even/usable tone control and
tweaked for higher gain, but without losing the classic OD
character. The mini-toggle controls the variable clipping
section, which goes from symmetrical, asymmetrical, and no
clipping to give added flexibility in the pedals tone.Great for
blues player looking for a little midrange hump without it being
too accentuated. Players who want more gain from their
over-drive will appreciate the amount of gain on tap. Even at
the highest gain settings, the Abunai 2&trade; doesn&#39;t
flub-out the bottom end, keeping the lows tight.Users will find
the tone control to have a more even sweep than the ones
included on the classic ODs. This make the tone control
usable since the settings are not so drastic.I am near to
Gatwick contact me if you like to try before you buy.

Price : £129.00
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Availability: This product was added to our catalog on Friday 14 August, 2015
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